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Scott Lyall on Scott Lyall

Eight Greeked Notes on Color and ‘the Soul’

For the past few years I’ve been exploring possibilities made available by wide format
UV-based printers. These printers use a process of INK SUBLIMATION in which the inks
are super-heated and applied as a vapor, and then fixed onto a substrate with ultraviolet
rays. Because it isn’t clear that making print-works this way should be absorbed by a
discussion of either painting or photography – (the institutional context is, precisely, not
established) – I’ll take a chance instead to say a word about procedure,1 with an
emphasis on the way I’ve come to think of digital color. Instead of saying the print-works
are them) I’ll focus on various aspects of electrically-made color that seem to fill a space
of differences between the two established forms.

Fig. 2 A Vector includes a Gradient of Chromatic Change. This
is what’s happening when we isolate a monochrome.

This would be to say that in the vector’s linear – the very line, the magnification
of monochrome by a vector – there is already – neither ‘a color’ nor the absence
of color, but – a changing color2 an effect of chromatic change.
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Everything now turns to the theme of magnificat, the reflexive affirmation of the word
performed by God as it was reported in Luke’s Gospel (see: the Canticle of Mary). From
Latin, it is translated: “(my soul) magnifies … “
The soul is here the site of a reflexive affirmation which magnifies the terms of an
enslavement to the world. The subject is lured in by both a drive to “make a
difference” (add value) and to take pleasure in what “money alone can buy”. Like
commodities, abstraction (as the work of general intellect, the already-there
inscribed within the state of technology) becomes a means accessing and
programming the soul. Kojin Karatani describes a ‘salto mortale’: a death LEAP of
subjects as they take up their positions as producers and consumers in a vast
enchainmen

t of soles.
Talking about the soul has uncertain implications. It has to be remembered that the
soul was not privileged as an operative category of post-modernist thought.
Rather, the kind of soul that appears in Berardi is more obviously a mesh around a
void of psychic life. The soul is like a door that opens out to an unconscious, and to
the trove of potential language that – fantastically – might be ‘there’. That is, the
capture and control of human souls cannot be aimed in the direction some positive,
factual value (like the alienated historical essence of labor). It aims at the soul as a
barred part of being that has always – and structurally – lacked a signifying field.
If the digital milieu is made of intellectual property, then the soul is nonetheless a
kind of go-between object that links a technical network to the excess of jouissance,
an excess of disorganized and body-made affect that incessantly seeks in vain to
find its ‘image’ in the world by adapting to new techniques and new regimes of the
sign. In other words, the soul is a magnifying agent only because it corresponds to
the moment at which a signifier is added to what, beforehand, was compression3
around a Void.
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When Warhol made the claim he wanted to be a machine4, he affirmed this missing link
of totally empty subjectivity. [Fig 3.]
But Warhol also wanted to be an artist like Matisse, and stated this in only a slightly
lesser ironic tone. This excess of desire was represented in his paintings by technical
(glitches, color over-rides, off-sets, and blankness) – little stains and mis-refractions in an
imaginary silver screen. Maybe it’s even somewhere between Matisse and the Machine
… amid the painters, impresarios, self-exploiters, and celebrities … that we find inscribed,
today, what Franco Berardi called a soul –the virtual (unspeakable) incognito … the
coloring agent of the networks he deployed.

(…) An algo-rhythmic movement directs color between syncope-like beats5

This is what attracts me to color’s digital paradigm. These colors (like the ‘planet’ or
‘magic pool’ they come from) are paradoxically – ‘strangely’ – made without the use of
light ...because sunlessness defines the point of the compression of digital files. (Never
in human history has such a sunless condition6, been imagined and actualized as a
generator of color! – except of course, as metaphor, and according to the law of the
unconscious).

For the new works, gathered by the title οἴνοπα πόντον, what is new is that an
ink is also infused into the laminate. The gap between the panes is filled with
inky, dark colors. Color becomes co-extensive with the surface of the picture
(and this is the way it has to be with any example of a monochrome), but it is also
co-extensive with the interior and the glue . as if color were the bond, the fixity
–

indivisible from assemblage7 – and not a superficial element applied only to the
outside.
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Reinhardt’s colors also seemed to radiate from darkness. Return from it. Survive –
but never more than ‘almost’. (See the descriptions in Yve-Alain Bois’ essay). Possibly,
carnation was a desire of Reinhardt’s too. (…) Color becomes the image of an
unimagined distance (negentropic speculation)
) that seem to reflect the light of stars beyond unfathomable hori
. from dead stars, I should say.8 This is
regained or remembered color. But I wonder about these worlds that turned to gas as
they exploded, before their darkness joined the lining of both the universe and our
soul.

This excerpt, edited by Jen Hutton, anticipates the forthcoming publication of an essay on this body of work
by Scott Lyall.
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